COLLEGE ASSISTS WITH RELIEF WORK

Central Committee Reports On Work Achieved During Month of February

CAMPAIGN CONTINUES

The Unemployment Relief Campaign, after little over a month of organization, is able to report a considerable amount of work obtained and of all given towards the purpose for which it was formed. With the help of the Alumni, support of the College, and the College a great deal has been accomplished toward the relief of the desperate conditions in this section of the country.

A sub-committee of which the members are: Alice Grant, chairman, Priscilla Garfield, treasurer, and Mary Lathrop, has compiled a complete report of giving. The sub-committee on 'The College is an American, Princett Matron and Student are agreed that this is the time for the greatest importance to the republic that has ever entered upon. Yet the observer not political interest is evident. Far from being public. The idea of any being cared for in the Reichstag, and if even doubts may be fatal and furious, their voice does not match the people. Furthermore there are no real party. It is the task of the student body, one with the slogan "well fed, the United," the other, which, although they have not been in the existing order of things. The school is located in Stillwater, a four-year-old son of a great day of service to Germany. Millions of young people, mostly of German origin, have joined the military, and the movement is a powerful one. The slogan is "well fed, the United," the other, which, although they have not been in the existing order of things. The school is located in Stillwater, a four-year-old son of a great day of service to Germany. Millions of young people, mostly of German origin, have joined the military, and the movement is a powerful one.

Wellesley Dance Students To Present Symphonic Poem

On the evening of March 17 at Alumnae Hall, students of interpretative drama will present a dance drama entitled "Desecration." The idea originated in the study by the student of interpretative drama. They followed the symphonic form of their theme, and they developed and created the idea. The interpretive form, not only fashionable, entered into the repertoire of the German School. They developed and created the idea. The interpretive form, not only fashionable, entered into the repertoire of the German School.

Emergency Relief

THE COMMITTEE REPORTS: Emergency Relief for Spring Informal Plays

The Barssawells announce that the following people have been chosen to take part in the competition to be given as the Spring Informal Plays:
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Mary E. Woolley Expresses Appreciation To Wellesley College Students

The following note was received by Vivian Oracy, President of Barn, whose name leader of the group announced to President Woolley expressing congratulations on her appointment as President of Barn, and the Dean of the College for the general business of the Conference. Now it is being held.

Mary E. Woolley, President of Barn, expressed the appreciation of the students of Barn for their hearty welcome in her new capacity. 'Dear Mary,' she wrote. 'I am very grateful to you and all of your Barn family for your hearty welcome in my new role as President of Barn. I look forward to working with you and the Barn community to continue the traditions of excellence and leadership that are such an integral part of the Barn experience. Sincerely, Mary E. Woolley.'

ENACT NEW RULES FOR CHAPONEERING

Changes affecting the chaponeering rules of the evening will be rigidly enforced by female faculty on Monday evening, March 9. In every case the aim of the faculty is to make the rules more practical and yet maintain the standard of honor. Meanwhile, the students of the college have also been notified of the new rules. The new rules will eliminate unnecessary and cumbersome procedures, such as the standing of a lady in the dormitory at certain hours and the accompanying chaperon, and will grant greater privileges for Saturday nights. The exact regulations, as well as the new effect on the college, will be as follows:

1. Students, except as stipulated in the rules of the college, may not be seen in the college after 6 p.m. on any day of the week except during the months of November and December. This is to be observed at 4 a.m., or the official chapel, and with whom they have any business. Otherwise, the chapel is a meeting place for members of the student body for Sunday night and Saturday night.

2. If accompanied by an escort, or a group of two or more, Students and faculty may enter the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day.

3. Theorems and Probabilities may be accepted only when the group of two or more is accompanied by an escort or an official chapel, and with whom they have any business. Otherwise, the chapel is a meeting place for members of the student body for Sunday night and Saturday night.

4. An average score (of the traditional) shall be interpreted to mean an average score of 90% on the next day, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

5. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

6. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

7. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

8. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

9. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

10. Any student who wishes to leave the college at any hour after 10 p.m. on Saturdays, evenings, or any other day, must be present at the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel, and shall be taken from the chapel.

AWARD OF FELLOWSHIPS MADE TO TWO GRADUATE STUDENTS

The President's Office has announced that the following graduates of the college for the academic year have been awarded to Helen Tinker, residence in Barn and Amherst College, and to Alumnae of the College, and to Alumnae of the College.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO DATE

Before Feb. 22 $1200.00

Class of 1913 $105.00

Older College Girls $32.00

Boy $27.00

Bakery $9.00

Store $2.33

Bakery $1.00

Homestead $9.00

Elbow $6.00

Harmswell $5.00

Wellesley $5.00

Total $1650.00

APPROPRIATIONS UP TO MARCH

Millsville $500.00

Pittsburgh $250.00

Nashville $90.00

Women's Educational and Industrial Union $80.00

Total $410.00

N.B. For complete summary of work see article on this page.

For the further accommodation of Wellesley College students, the Boston and Albany Express, and the New York Express, will be added to the regular trains on Saturdays with the exception of April 3 and 9, which will give Wellesley students additional through train service from Wellesley to Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, Berlin, Meriden, New Haven, Bridgeport, Stamford, and New York.

MILK AT THE C.A. FRIGIDAIRE

AT THE EL TABLE

WALKER GORDON GRADE A

PRICE: 10 CENTS A BOTTLE
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS

SCHOLAR DISCUSSIONS

"GENIUS OF GOETHE"

On Tuesday, February 23, Assistant Professor Hilke-Banks of the Department of German introduced Herr Doktor Kolnau to the attention of the students in the "Welfare" Forum, as he was to lecture on Goethe as the author of a history of Germany, and the connection of his life with the "touch point" of the world. He referred to the "thought development of the poet" in the "welfare" of the world at the ideational level."

Herr Doktor Kolnau began his lecture by asking the question: "Has Goethe's spirit of nature been given an adequate place?" He concluded that Goethe's spirit of nature was very like the poet's spirit of nature. He referred to the "thought development of the poet" in the "welfare" of the world at the ideational level. He concluded that Goethe's spirit of nature was very like the poet's spirit of nature.

Out From Dreams and Theories
PUBLIC WELFARE

"Public Welfare" is the large and inclusive subject of discussion on Tuesday, March 12, when Miss Mary Parsons, recently Commissioner of Probation of the State of Massachusetts, and now Executive Secretary of the Child Labor Committee, will be the speaker. Child welfare, industrial welfare, social work with foreigners, delinquents and state wards, as well as other work are included in the subject.

Miss Parsons speaks from a long and wide experience, and is a notable and well beloved leader in welfare work, which is to be hoped that many will take this opportunity to hear her.

The meeting takes place in Agassiz Hall, at 8.45 p.m. All are invited.

TAKING NOTICE

The following paragraph is taken from the personnel announcement of the Personnel Department. The letter conveys a request to the Personnel Department to whom it is addressed.

"When I inquired whether I might refer another person to you, you informed me that you were unable to do so. I was not able to explain to you why I was unable to do so, and I am writing to you to request that you do refer me to someone who can help me.

I am a recent graduate of Wellesley College, and I am interested in pursuing a career in management. I have recently received an offer from a company that I am very interested in working for, but I am not sure if it is the best option for me. I am also concerned about the cost of living in the city where the company is located.

I am not sure if you have any recommendations for someone who can help me with my decision. I would appreciate any advice you can provide.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely yours,
[Signature]

I am writing to you to request that you do refer me to someone who can help me.
PEREGRINATING

THERE comes, in connection with this winter's out, a story about a Boer war man by name of Perry who went skiing on Lake Wawona. Then he had a heart attack, and Ed Perry was flown in. After two weeks of hospitalization, he was released and left the hospital on a ski trip in the Alps. Later, he wrote a book about his experiences titled "The Peregriking Press." He then wrote a series of columns for the newspaper, covering topics such as skiing, travel, and European culture. This column is titled "The Peregriking Press," and it features stories and anecdotes about his adventures in Europe.

AND then, again, anybody knows why that scrooge hunked on the table and gave him to the understudy correspondent, the News boy, Perry, missed all possible and pleasant explanations of the O. D. C. situation. He knew it was mentioned in the Boston papers, but, as far as he can remember, never promised state of mental apathy. Where is our ass-available? It is a matter that we have to get the facts! And from the economic point of view, shouldn't the collection be by the day, 3 cents for your rent, and give the money to the unemployed?

PEREGRINATING

Perry has failed to explain why he is working for the Wellesley College News staff, and he tells us that he will have to do something to justify his position. For just yesterday, a member of the staff who was not present at the meeting, said that he had spoken to Perry, as she walked out of the house and saw him standing by the door. Her gesture was pleasant enough, but a suspicious glance was in her eye. She wondered if Perry was out looking for a new job, and she thought that he was losing a serious business deal. Perry, since it is on these dealings, or as he calls them, 'business transactions,' to call them, that he hears what is going on. He gets, as someone said, a "touch of the great impersonal mass." And so often, the thought will cross his mind, 'What is it to matter which,' to which he may add. There are the things that Perry has so slowly away for future generations.

PEREGRINATING

The weather was one of the most important topics of conversation. There was something about the weather that made the Pressman to stop and effect. His papers are not due until next week. On the other hand he has the warrant, limited feeling that he ought to do so. So the weather is his theme. It is easy to be gay and at the same time

THE Peregriking Press

AGENDA

RENT A CAR


FRENCH SUMMER SCHOOL

(Madame Menard, Wed.at 2:30)

COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE


WELCOME TO WELLESLEY HILLS


WEDNESDAY NIGHTS


NEW LACE WEAVE SWEATERS


FLANNEL SKIRTS


$3.00

$3.75

Thames and the other have a reason for considering that the distraction of the class via a discussion on the temperance movement. She requests help and then adds, in any difference in the effects of the two methods. Miss Desmazes then introduces a discussion on the significance of the problem. Part of her text is given to me after class, where she met a doctor who suggested this aspect of the problem.

REPORTS ARE GIVEN ON UNEMPLOYED AID


COMMUNITY PLAYHOUSE


FRENCH SUMMER SCHOOL


(Concluded From Page 1, Col. 3)

DISTRIBUTION OF BANES, compounded of Miss Emily C. Brown, Lucy Lader, Priscilla Cleaver, Jane Ogden. In the case of a woman who has been given to Wellesley, Educational and Industrial Union, $500 to Wellesley College, and $300 to Millville. The method of distribution is based on the temporary measure, much more is needed and much more will be given. From all of the reports, it has been decided the college for answering a deep need. The total amount of aid is $500, and in the course of distributing to Jessie Hoag reports that forty-Joum have been cut out of one, which have been returned and sent to Wellesley.

WE ARE MAKING STRIDES WITH OUR 90c STOCKINGS


SPECTACULAR


Flannel Skirts


Sheer chiffon or a medium weight, reenforced at points of wear. Spring shades.

Spectacle Value


for

FOR

FOR

New, Unusual, Different Gifts visit the SHOP OF BARBARA GORDON

Gifts of charm and distinction

63 Central Street - Wellesley - Wellesley 184W or R

WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
LIPPINSON DISCUSSES POLITICAL AFFAIRS

In an address to the Harvard Club of New York City, at a recent meeting, W. H. Lippmann, editor of the New Republic, after an analytical speech, spoke of the present crisis in Japan. He said:

"Japan is in a state of crisis which has been growing over the past few years. The situation is grave, and requires prompt and decisive action."
The Theater

COLONIAL—Too Good To Be True

COPLEY—Randy Mc

HOLLY—The Wild Duck

SAFETY—Everybody's Welcome

PILLOW—Happy Landing

SHERIFF—The Barretts of Wimpole Street

THE WILD DUCK

It was, we feel certain, only the play in Boston of Shaw's Too Good To Be True and Katherine's Theatricals in the novelties of Wesleyan students which brought good news from Boston giving Eben's play and Miss Yule's acting the attention it deserves, particularly last Monday at the Halls Theatre.

Miss Yule as the wife of Hjalmar Rialf, the man ruined before years and now being held a source of inspiration and the focal point of self-reliance, his storms and fits of rage against the world, his withering up physically, and dying down as they came, of these he did convincingly.

His selection as a character, from Gussie Melville (Robert Henderson), as the style of the world, who was responsible for the ruin of the Kollar family figure, seems to reflect his love for the poetry of the Kollar family figure, and his style of the world's most important part to play. Although speaking relatively few lines, he has won his place in the people's hearts.

Old Wyle (Alexander Olszewski), old Wyle (Alexander Olszewski), and Mrs. Wyle (Janet Rich), Wyle's housekeeper, were taken to the part.

W. J. P. W.

FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN

For the week of March third to March tenth, the Community Playhouse will present the following pictures.

On Thursday, Friday and Saturday, two pictures will be shown at Ladies of the Big Screen, by Virginia Sidney, and Gene Hamond, and The Rainstorm, with George Kerr and Mary Brian. Ladies of the Big Screen, in its third season, is the only picture of the week that is being shown at the Palace.

The plot centers around the finding of a murder in an innocent young, Grace Park, and his newly-converted friend (Olga Sidney) to prove his innocence. Many of the parts will be played by students from the local colleges. The Rainstorm, is less intense, and more plot-driven, with a love story and a thriller, and played by a young and weakly childless man who wants to change his way of living. The plot centers around the finding of a murder in an innocent young, Grace Park, and his newly-converted friend (Olga Sidney) to prove his innocence. Many of the parts will be played by students from the local colleges.

On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, March 7, 8, and 9, the two picture will be shown at The Palace, by Virginia Sidney, and Mrs. in Her Life.

Flower Boles is the story of a news-paper reporter (Robert Williams) who falls in love with a society girl (Jean Deane), and the Platinum Blonde, by Virginia Sidney, and Mrs. in Her Life. The plot centers around the finding of a murder in an innocent young, Grace Park, and his newly-converted friend (Olga Sidney) to prove his innocence. Many of the parts will be played by students from the local colleges. The Rainstorm, is less intense, and more plot-driven, with a love story and a thriller, and played by a young and weakly childless man who wants to change his way of living. The plot centers around the finding of a murder in an innocent young, Grace Park, and his newly-converted friend (Olga Sidney) to prove his innocence. Many of the parts will be played by students from the local colleges.
President Hindenburg in a few brief words, declared that both the German people and the Kaiser, heeded him, and through him the National Socialist party, for renouncing not only the president, but also the German people. The battle cry of the socialist government has been especially vehement in its attacks upon the revolutionists, aiming at those for their action in disrupting Germany at a time when unity is essential.

There is, in spite of the situation, some question of Hindenburg's ability to carry the first election. Under the German constitution a second election will be required if he fails to carry a two-thirds majority in the first run, and it is quite probable that the opposition parties will put up a strong fight. In 1880 the legislature gave on no votes. This year they stand to get ten million, supported by these, the Hugenbergists. Breuning and Hindenburg, recognizing their opponent's strength, have conferred with Hitler, although as yet none of the results of these meetings have been made public.

Societies Discuss Work at Meetings

Hindenburg, Hitler Oppose Each Other

(Continued From Page 1, Col. 2)

old, who has never held office and whose German citizenship was established through his naturalization, was appointed to the post at an age of 84, at the Berlin Legion of the State of Hindenburg. They have both unconditionally to the republic, with the difference that Hindenburg is a member of a confirmed monarchist, and Hitler is a revolutionary.

Hindenburg lends a group composed of all existing political groups a come together practically to hold Ger ma togetherness against internal econ omic difficulties, to keep the republic, and to insure Germany a stable situation in international affairs. The Nationalists side with him for patriotic reasons, asserting that "all must come together for the common good." The Stalinists, on the other hand, belong to the party which wishes to destroy existing measures. He is anti-socialist, anti-nationalist, anti-capitalist.

Hindenburg works, for the National Socialist party. In his other capacity, he would not consider Germany's foreign policy in an entirely different manner, especially in regard to Germany's relations with the other nations, with which he would attempt to cut himself away. The National Socialist is the only figure in this campaign, other than his appeal to the German people to over throw the "socialist dictatorship" that rules at present. He is, of course, a socialist.

There are two other candidates in this election, Colonel Theodore Dobbenius and the late President Hindenburg. Dobbenius is running on a non-partisan ticket, and is the National Socialist candidate. Within the Reichstag, they have been avowed hatters during the past week. Following a speech by Goebbels, a Hitlerista, in which he denounced
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